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and then sea water was trucked in for a short period of time

before the connection to the campus sea water supply was

completed. During that initial period, SEPO sampled the fish

tank water weekly for two times, on 4 February and 11 February,

with one sample from each of the five tanks. The samples were

analyzed for E. coli and faecal coliform counts, which are

commonly accepted indicators of contamination by domestic

sewage, and therefore possible human pathogens.

The results of the first batch of samples indicated the bacterial

counts to be below 1 bacterium in every 100 milliliter (mL) of sea

water (which is the detection limit of the analytical method) for

three tanks. For the other two samples where positive readings

were found (6/16 and 6/14 for E. coli and faecal coliform counts,

respectively), they were well below the standard promulgated by

the Regional Council, which is 610 counts of E. coli per 100 mL.

In the subsequent sampling, all samples turned out to contain

less than detectable amount of coliform bacteria. Based on these

findings and the completion of the connection of campus sea

water supply to the tanks, SEPO has reduced the sampling

frequency to monthly. The third sampling was performed on 12

March, and the results again showed less than detectable

amount of coliform in all water samples. In summary, the water

quality in the G/F restaurant fish tanks is under close monitoring

The recent outbreak of cholera in the territory raised the concern

of some members of the campus community about campus

seafood hygiene conditions, and in particular, the quality of sea

water used by the G/F caterer who keeps live fish in tanks. This

is certainly a valid concern. SEPO has been involved with the

live seafood keeping issue ever since the new G/F restaurant

started to operate. In this article we will explain the current

arrangements to ensure good sea water quality and seafood

hygiene.

Recently there are several widely publicized cases where

restaurants were charged for using unclean sea water for fish-

keeping. Some were cited as using sea water from poorly

maintained flush water tanks, others had their water delivered by

contractors who pumped the water from doubtful sources,

including the heavily polluted Victoria harbour or some typhoon

shelters.

In this regard, we are fortunate to be located in one of the areas

in Hong Kong where the sea water quality is considered to be

pristine. Everyday, HKUST takes in a considerable amount of

sea water just off the shore and uses it mainly for cooling of the

air-conditioning system. As part of our campus environmental

compliance program, sea water samples are collected monthly

at selected locations near the shore.  This becomes a source of

first-hand information about sea water quality. Past analytical

results indicated the sea water quality in our campus sea water

system to be consistently high. Therefore when SEPO was

presented with a proposal from the G/F restaurant to use campus

sea water supply for raising live seafood, we endorsed the idea.

In February when the G/F restaurant just started their operation,

artificial sea water using a commercial salt mixture was used,
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by SEPO, and results so far indicated the water quality to be

consistently good.  Therefore it should not be of concern to the

campus community. However, food hygiene means much more

than ensuring good water quality.

SEPO staff and CSO colleagues have always kept a close look

on the hygiene conditions of campus caterers. In the wake of the

cholera outbreak, we have repeatedly reminded caterers about

proper handling, rearing, and thorough cooking of seafood. On

the other hand, each of us should be reminded of the following:

- Remember, as the government health officials have

repeatedly reminded the community, cholera is NOT limited

to summer months, one should ALWAYS ensure good food

hygiene practice.

- Remember to thoroughly clean and cook seafood, including

fish and shellfish.

- Look out for eateries with doubtful hygiene conditions.

- If you develop diarrhea after consumption of seafood or other

food of doubtful quality, immediately seek medical advice.

Cholera can be effectively treated by antibiotics and usually does

not have any long term adverse effect. However, if the diarrhea is

severe, and the victim does not seek medical help in time, the

resulting dehydration may become fatal. Controlling the spread

of the disease at an early stage so that it will not develop into an

epidemic is a crucial task on a community level.  Therefore

contacting the authority even when there is only a suspected

cholera case is very important. Let’s eat well and stay healthy!

 What Everyone of Us Should Do

Part II: Control Measures

This two-part article is excerpted from a recent report "Genetic

Modification: Risks and Safeguards”, prepared by the Advisory

Committee on Genetic Modification (ACGM), the main advisory

body on genetic modification issues under the Health and Safety

Commission of the United Kingdom.  Part one discusses the ben-

efits and the risks of genetic modification, while the second part will

present the control measures in specific areas including research,

industry, and release into the environment.

 Research Activities in Genetic
 Modification

Much of the work carried out so far using genetic modification

has been in research and development, either as the first stage

in the development of a practical application or with the

techniques of modification being used as a tool in fundamental

biological research.  This field has therefore up to now been the

main focus of attention for regulation and control, and early

requirements and guidelines were largely aimed at the laboratory.

Even so, most laboratory work is low risk, involving for example

the cloning of genes into bacteria so that their coded information

can be examined (DNA sequencing).  Higher risk work might

involve the modification of organisms that are already human

pathogens, or the insertion of genetic material that is itself

potentially harmful, for example genes that are associated with

cancer.

Genetic modification is widely used in academic, medical,

agricultural and commercial research and development.  Most

universities, large hospitals and research institutes together with

commercial companies engaged in pharmaceuticals,

biotechnology or plant breeding have genetic modification work.

In total, there are approximately 20,000 projects involving genetic

modification research in the UK.  The regulatory agencies have

spent much of their time developing guidance on risk assessment
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 Release into the Environment

To secure all the benefits of genetic modification, the technology

must be exploited in commercial and industrial processes.  Some

of these will be small-scale (for example some medical

applications and production of fine chemicals) and little different

from research in the safety problems they create.  But often we

want as much of a product as production engineering can provide,

and that means large-scale processes.

In early days there were understandable fear about scaling up,

simply because it is intrinsically more difficult to contain large

quantities of anything.  But two other factors have lessened those

fears:

- large-scale processes are not embarked upon until they have

been tried and tested and understood.  The equipment is

designed to be reliable and there is strong commercial pressure

for it to be operated safely and reliably;

- the great advantage of genetic modification is that the genes

having the sought-after effect can be put into organisms tailored

for safety.  In fact it will generally be true that controls are needed

more to protect the process and products from the outside world

than vice versa.

For these reasons, although large-scale work is certainly seen

as having its own features and place in the regulatory framework,

it is not now regarded as especially hazardous in itself.

 Industrial Scale Activities

Industrial processes are generally still “contained use”.  In other

words, it is only in the case of an accident that live genetically

modified organisms will escape into the environment.  Some

applications however are possible only if the organisms are

deliberately released, or placed on the market without it being

assumed that the purchaser will keep it in containment.

There are many potential uses of organisms allowed to go free

in this way.  Crop plants can be made more productive and

disease resistant.  Micro-organisms can be modified to enable

them to prey on pests while being otherwise harmless, or to

destroy polluting substances without the need for expensive

and containment for research activities, and scrutinising research

proposals.  As the technology has developed, attention has shifted

from work involving bacteria to the modification of viruses,

animals and plants.

chemical processing.  A growing field of application is in

medicine, where, for example, live genetically modified

microorganisms can be used as vaccines.

Several genetic modification products are now on the market.

Many of them are intended for specialist uses such as laboratory

research and animal vaccines, but crop plants are now moving

towards the market.

There are concerns about the release of modified organisms,

however.  They centre not so much on the chance that a super-

bug or Frankenstein’s monster may be produced, as on the

possibility that the modified organism may disturb the

environment in more subtle ways.  A modified plant, for example,

might be unexpectedly good at taking over from nature ones, or

might transfer new genetic material to an unintended host and

make it more competitive.

The complexity of the environment, and the life-forms that live in

it, means that these effects are sometimes hard to predict.  The

controls and safeguards applied to deliberate release are

therefore based on strict scrutiny of proposals and on a cautious

step-by-step approach.  Limited and monitored trials are carried

out before more general release is permitted.

The current UK law on genetic modification is divided into two

main areas, covering:

- activities in which organisms are prevented from escaping, or

“contained use”’

- the deliberate release of modified organisms or the marketing

of products containing them.

In contrast to earlier UK legislation it requires the protection not

only of human health but also the environment, and forbids certain

contained uses and all releases unless consent has been

obtained.

Contained Use is dealt with by the Genetically Modified

Organisms (Contained Use) Regulations of 1992 which are

made under the HSW Act.  The emphasis in them is on risk

assessment and the selection of suitable containment measures,

with notification requirements to allow this to be checked.  The

main elements of the Regulations and the duties they impose on

the users and on HSE can be found in the latest Guide to the

contained Use Regulations (SEPO has a copy).

 Current Structure of Controls in UK
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Release and Marketing are dealt with mainly by Environmental

Protection Act 1990 in combination with the Genetically Modified

Organisms (Deliberate Release) Regulations 1992.  The

emphasis here is on risk assessment and consent, because of

the impossibility of recalling most organisms once they have

been released.  Before a genetically modified organism may be

released, a dossier of information about the organism and its

effect must be submitted to the Secretary of State, and his consent

given.  Notice of application is also given to other bodies

concerned with environmental protection.  There are provisions

for making information available to the public.

Products which are to be placed on the market must pass through

a similar consent process.  The marketing of some products

containing genetically modified organisms is covered by separate

legislation specific to those products and dealing with risks other

than those associated with genetic modification (medicines for

example), and this approach is likely to be used more in the

future.

The enforcement of the law dealing specifically with genetic

modification is carried out by the Health and Safety Executive.

For the legislation on release this is done on behalf of the

Department of Environment under a special arrangement.  HSE

has a team of specialist inspectors who are allocated specifically

to this work.  They inspect premises where contained use

activities are carried out and where releases take place, checking

the adequacy of safeguards and that consent conditions are

being complied with.  They have available to them a range of

powers and enforcement sanctions for use if advice and

persuasion fail.

A major part of the new Occupational Safety and Health

Regulation (OSHR) is the provisions on “Manual Handling

Operations” (Part VII). Unlike the other parts in the Regulation,

this part was given a “one year” grace period while the other parts

were given six months. In other words, the provisions on Manual

Handling Operations will become effective in June 1998. In order

to comply with the provisions in this part, additional efforts will be

required at HKUST. The purpose of this article is to provide a

brief explanation of  the requirements and the appropriate efforts

needed from us.

Manual handling operation defined

Manual handling operations include moving or supporting a load

by a person’s hands, arms or other parts of the body.

Responsible person to make preliminary assessment of
risks

The Regulation requires the person responsible for a work place

to make a preliminary assessment of the risks to the safety and

health of employees who need to undertake manual handling

operations.

The assessment needs to be reviewed periodically to see if there

has been any changes in conditions.

Responsible person to avoid need to undertake certain

manual handling operations

If certain manual handling operations are identified in the

preliminary assessment that may create safety and health risks,

appropriate measures should be taken to avoid the need for

employees to undertake such operations. This can be achieved

by redesigning the work or by means of mechanical aids etc.

 The Requirements
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Finally, employees also have the responsibility in cooperating

with their employer by using any mechanical aid or protective

equipment, or taking appropriate safety measures established

by the employer. Employees also have the responsibility to take

reasonable care for the safety and health of other persons in the

workplace.

SEPO has been providing guidance and training in preventing

injuries caused by manual handling operations. However, there

are additional efforts to be made in order to meet the exact

requirements in the OSHR, such as risk assessments efforts.

SEPO will be coordinating these efforts and work with the units

(through respective departmental safety officers) concerned.

RISK ASSESSMENT FOR MANUAL
HANDLING OPERATIONS

By definition, manual handling operations can mean virtually

any operations that require physical efforts, in all kinds of working

environment, including the office environment. However, certain

manual handling operations, when carried out under certain

unfavorable conditions, will have a higher risk in causing injuries.

In assessing the risk of a particular manual handling operation,

we need to consider various factors in relation to :

- the loads to be handled,

- the actions and postures adopted by the person,

- the working environment for the operation, and

- the ability and characteristics of the person carrying

out the operation.

The Load (refers to any objects we need to handle)

Weight

The risk of injury becomes higher as the weight of the load

increases. Using overseas standards, no single person should

be required to lift, lower or carry loads over 55 kg without

mechanical aids. Occasionally, loads over 55kg may be moved,

but not lift, e.g. rolling a heavy drum.

Shape and Size

When the size of the load is large, its center of gravity will be

Responsible person to make further assessment of risks
and implement appropriate safety measures to reduce

risks

If it is considered not reasonably practicable to avoid the kinds of

manual handling operations as mentioned above, a “further

assessment” has to be made of the risks involved.

Appropriate measures have to be established and implemented

to reduce the risks for those operations to the lowest level that is

reasonably practicable. The measures include provision of

relevant information to employees, provision of appropriate

mechanical aids and protective equipment, team work etc.

Responsible person to keep record of assessments

The assessments and safety measures mentioned above have

to be recorded in appropriate formats. Such records have to be

kept for at least 3 years and have to be available for inspection by

inspectors (now referred to as “occupational safety officers) from

the Labour Department.

Responsible person to appoint assistants

If 10 or more employees are normally employed at a workplace

at any one time to undertake manual handling operations which

may create safety and health risks, responsible person must

appoint appropriate number of competent persons (by way of

training) to assist in carrying out necessary preventive and

protective measure with respect to those manual handling

operations.

Allocation of work tasks to employees

When allocating work tasks relating to manual handling

operations which may create safety and health risks, the

employees concerned must be assessed of their capabilities in

performing such tasks.

Provision of training to employees concerned

Employees have to be provided with such training as will be

necessary for avoiding or minimizing their risks when they are

undertaking manual handling operations which may create safety

and health risks.

Employees at work to take care of others and to co-operate

with employer

 Compliance with the
 Requirements
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farther away from the human body (also the spine), resulting in a

larger bending moment. The ability in holding a load will also be

reduced when the arms are wide apart, i.e. when holding a “wide”

load. By overseas standards, there will be an increased risk when

the load is wider than 50 cm.

Objects with awkward shapes can also affect the way they can

be handled.

Furthermore, a large load may also block the view of the person

carrying it, and hence increase the risk of the person tripping.

Surface Characteristics

Objects with smooth, slippery, greasy or wet surfaces will be

more difficult to grip, especially for large objects or objects without

properly designed handholds.  Extra grip strength will be needed

to hold the load, and will increase the chance of  the load being

dropped.

Objects with rough surfaces or sharp edges will, on the other

hand, easily cause injuries, such as cuts and abrasion.

Weight distribution

Loads with center of gravity on one side will cause uneven

muscular strain. This is especially dangerous if the heavier part

cannot be carried close to the body.

Loads with shifting contents, e.g. drums half filled with liquid,

can make control difficult. This may lead to sudden additional

body stresses for which the person may not be fully prepared.

Handling persons who cannot assist (e.g. sick or unconscious)

or are uncooperative, will also increase the risk of injury. Live

animals being lifted or restrained may suddenly move or pull

away, placing extra stress on the spine.

Actions and Posture

Holding loads away from the trunk

The risk of injury increases when the load is held further away

from the front of the body due to the larger bending moment at

the spine.

Handling a load above shoulder height or reaching upward

The back is arched and the arms are acting as long levers when

the load is held above the shoulder height, or when reaching

upward, e.g. when putting or retrieving loads (or files) on or from

high shelves. Furthermore, lowering loads from above shoulder

level to a level below mid-thigh height may require a change of

grip.

Bending forward and handling loads below mid-thigh level

This is an obvious hazard and can easily cause injury to the

lower back.

Twisting movements

The spine is least able to take the stress caused by excessive

twisting in repeated movements or prolonged posture. The

combination of twisting and bending forward in handling loads

will exacerbate the risk even further.

Sideways bending of the spine

Lifting and carrying loads with one hand will place more stress

on one side of the spine.

Long Carrying Distance

Carrying a load for an excessive distance increases muscle

fatigue.

Strenuous pushing and pulling

Pushing or pulling heavy objects may cause the spine to flex.

Sudden movement of the load may cause the person to lose

balance and cause the spine to flex with tremendous force.

Pushing and pulling across the front of the body is even worse as

it puts a twisting strain on the spine which can lead to an increased

risk of injury.

Sudden or Jerky Movements

Sudden or jerky movements can put unexpected loads on the

spine.

The Working Environment

Constraints on posture

There may be situations where the posture of the person carrying

out manual handling operations is restricted, e.g. restricted head

room will certainly promote a stooping posture, obstructions may

increase the need for twisting , leaning or bending over. Narrow

passage ways will hinder maneuvering of bulky loads.
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Rough or slippery floors

The risk of injury increases with the greater degrees of floor

slipperiness or unevenness.

Variations in levels

The presence of steps or steep slopes adds to the difficulty of

movement when handling loads, particularly when the load

obstructs the view of the person. The need to move loads up or

down ladders imposes an even higher risk.

Adverse Climatic Conditions

Temperature and humidity extremes may also increase the risk

of injury.

Lighting Conditions

Low levels of light or high contrast between areas of bright light

and deep shadows can increase the risk of tripping.

Concentration on the task may be reduced.

Ability and Characteristics of the Person

Young Persons

Young workers (under the age of 18) are at greater risk than adult

workers as they are still developing physically and their spine

and other joints can more easily be damaged.

Pregnant Women

They are more susceptible to injury when handling loads for

various reasons. Care should also be taken for them who may

handle loads following a return to work during the three months

after childbirth.

Persons recovering from injuries

Persons returning to work after injury may not be able to perform

at their normal level of work.

Inappropriate Clothing

Tight clothing that restricts movement may adversely affect

manual handling technique. When personal protective

equipment must be worn, its adverse effects on the manual

handling tasks should also be considered. For example, gloves

may reduce the ability to grip loads firmly.

Modification
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The HKUST has recently contracted with Phoenix Controls to

upgrade certain fume cupboards [fume hoods] to an energy

saving mode.  By the use of motion sensors to detect active use

of the fume cupboard, the upgraded systems will automatically

reduce the flow of air when no user is present.  This upgrade will

naturally raise questions about safety under the reduced flow

condition.  The following discussion is to clarify the continued

safe status of the modified fume cupboards.

The primary method of contaminant control within the laboratory

is exhaust ventilation and, in particular, laboratory hoods.

Laboratory hoods are normally purchased from manufacturers

who specialize in the design and construction of such equipment

laboratory hoods.  The most important aspect of the hood is the

aerodynamic entry characteristics.  For the hood to adequately

control contaminants, the entry must be smooth.  This usually is

achieved with an airfoil still at the leading edge of the workbench.

Often, beveled jambs at the side wall entry will improve the air

flow.
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In many cases, good performance of the fume cupboard

correlates with a uniform face velocity.  For typical operation of

laboratory hood, the worker stands at the face of the hood and

manipulates the apparatus in the hood.  The indraft at the hood

face creates eddy currents around the worker’s body and up to

the breathing zone.  The higher the face velocity, the greater the

eddy currents.  For this reason, higher face velocities do

not result in greater protection as might be supposed.

Room air currents have a large effect on the performance of the

hood.  Thus, the design of the room air supply distribution system

is as important in securing good hood performance as is the

face velocity of the hood.  The American Society of Heating,

Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) research

project RP-70 results, reported by Caplan and Kuntson1, conclude

in part:

- Lower breathing zone concentration can be attained at 50

cfm/ft2  face velocities with good air supply distribution than

at 150 cfm/ft2 with poor air distribution.  With a good air supply

system and tracer gas released at 8 liters per minute (1pm)

inside the hood, breathing zone concentrations can be kept

below 0.1 ppm and usually below 0.05 ppm.

For the reasons described above, an increased hood face velocity

may be self-defeating because the increased air volume handled

through the room makes the low-velocity distribution of supply

air more difficult.  The interaction of supply air distribution and

hood face velocity makes any blanket specification of hood face

velocity inappropriate.  Higher hood face velocities will be

wasteful of energy and may provide no better or even poorer

worker protection.  Any well-designed airfoil hood, properly

balanced, can achieve 0.10 ppm control level when the supply

air distribution is good.  The bottomline:  SEPO and EMO will

monitor to ensure that the ongoing modification work will
not compromise personnel protection while achieving

energy savings.

 1 K. J. Kaplan and G. W. Knutson, “Influence of Room Air Supply

on Laboratory Hoods,” Am. Ind, Hyg. Assoc. J. 43(10):738-

746(1982).
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